We propose a new method for embedding graphs while preserving directed edge information. Learning such continuous-space vector representations (or embeddings) of nodes in a graph is an important first step for using network information (from social networks, useritem graphs, knowledge bases, etc.) in many machine learning tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in learning embedding vectors for words have resulted in a proliferation of methods which learn continuous space representations of graphs (e.g. DeepWalk [22] ). These approaches process a graph and encode each node as a (real-valued) embedding vector, enabling easy integration with existing machine learning algorithms.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). CIKM'17 , November 6-10, 2017, Singapore, Singapore Such embedding methods learn a vector space that highly preserves the graph structure. Two nodes would have large similarity in the embedding space (or small distance) if they are strongly connected in the original (discrete) graph. Edges can be weighted or unweighted. Traditional eigen methods [3, 12, 26] learn embeddings that minimize the euclidean distance of connected nodes, which can be solved (with orthonormal constraints) by eigen-decomposition of the symmetric graph Laplacian. Recent random-walk embedding methods [11, 22] learn representations which encode the random walk transition matrix. These methods embed two nodes close if they co-occur frequently in short random walks. In general, randomwalk methods outperform "eigen" methods on producing vector representations that preserve the graph structure.
However, recent random-walk embedding methods have two shortcomings. First, these methods do not explicitly model edges. This node-centric assumption represents an edge (u, v) identically to reverse counterpart (v, u), and is unable to capture asymmetric relationships. Second, to preserve the graph structure they embed nodes into a relatively high-dimensional space, sometimes producing an embedding dictionary larger than the sparse adjacency matrix.
In this work we propose to address these limitations by explicitly modeling edges in the network as a function of the nodes. Specifically, we model edges by (i) using a Deep Neural Network (DNN) to map nodes onto a low-dimensional manifold, (ii) defining an edge function between two nodes as a projection in the manifold coordinates, and (iii) jointly-optimizing the edge function and the manifold by maximizing a new objective we propose, the graph likelihood, which we define as a product of the edge function over all node pairs.
More formally, we learn an embedding vector Y u ∈ R D for every graph node u, a manifold-mapping Deep Neural Network (DNN) f : R D → R d that is shared across all nodes, and an asymmetric edge function д : (R d × R d ) → R to represent edges in the graph. Our entire model д(u, v) = f (Y u ) T × M × f (Y v ) is end-to-end differentiable. M is low-rank, as M = L × R, where both L ∈ R d ×b and R ∈ R b×d project the node manifold coordinates to smaller space R b . Since b is much smaller than D, we are able to reduce the final node embedding significantly. Figure 1 shows a depiction of our architecture. Our desired likelihood is quadratic but we estimate it with a tractable linear objective using negative sampling, similar to [19] .
We find that explicitly modeling edges can drastically reduce the representation dimensionality, for both directed and undirected graphs, especially when coupled with a Deep Neural Network. Further, modeling asymmetry by representing edge (u, v) differently than (v, u) gives an additional performance boost when preserving the structure of directed graphs. We perform an extrinsic evaluation of our method, by comparing it to the state-of-the-art on linkprediction tasks over a variety of graphs from social networks, biology, and e-commerce. We show that we can consistently learn orders of magnitude smaller embedding dimensions, while improving ROC-AUC metrics. For example, we reduce the error on directed graphs by up to ≈ 70% and undirected graphs by up to ≈ 50% when using same-sized representations. However, when our model is restricted to representations which are 8 times smaller than the baselines, we reduce the error in some cases by up to 66% on directed graphs and 16% on undirected graphs. We perform intrinsic evaluations, by training and rendering two-dimensional embedding spaces for two datasets, which we use to gain intuition on placement choices made by our model.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows.
(1) We propose to explicitly model a directed edge function, which we define as low-rank affine projections on a manifold that is produced by a Deep Neural Network (i.e. "deep embeddings"). (2) We propose a new objective function, the graph likelihood. (3) These aspects significantly improve the state-of-art on learning continuous graph representations, especially on directed graphs, while producing significantly smaller representation spaces, as evaluated on five graph datasets.
EDGE REPRESENTATIONS
It is common to embed a graph by learning one continuous Ddimensional vector Y u ∈ R D for every graph node u ∈ V , where relationships between nodes u and v are captured in a very coarse way, through the use of a distance measure (e.g. dist(Y u , Y v )). This node-centric modeling assumes that all relationships in the graph are symmetric -a limiting assumption which fails to capture any directed relationships.
We seek to model the asymmetry which occurs in many real world graphs. Specifically, given two nodes, u and v, we desire that their distances are allowed to differ (dist (Y u 
to reflect ordering in directed relationships, such as follower and followee on Twitter. In addition, the asymmetry can also model degree variance in undirected graphs. Consider a popular node m, then the optimization could make dist(Y u , Y m ) small for all u but not necessarily dist(Y m , Y u ).
Even though it is possible to learn one representation Y (u,v) for all node pairs (u, v), this direct modeling is prohibitive in practice and requires an upper-bound space of O(|V | 2 ). Instead, we propose to learn a trainable edge function defined over node embedding coordinates. Specifically, we learn asymmetric transformations of the nodes, which generates for a node u, two representations: one when it is the source of a directed edge,Ŷ source u and one when it is a destination,Ŷ dest u . These representations share a neural network f . These representations can be combined for any pair of nodes to model the strength of their directed relationships. That is, for nodes u and v, we represent (u, v) and
PRELIMINARIES 3.1 Link Prediction
Link prediction is a problem of inferring missing edges in a graph. We use it to evaluate the generalization ability of our embedding spaces, as we aim to preserve the graph structure. The common setup [11] is to "hold out" test edges E test ⊂ E and train on the remaining E train = E − E test . Structure-preserving representations should retrieve the held-out E test with high accuracy.
Graph Embedding
Graph embedding approaches learn a D-dimensional embedding dictionary Y ∈ R |V |×D , containing continuous real-valued vector Y u ∈ R D for every graph node u ∈ V . Earlier approaches in computing embeddings include Eigenmaps [3] , which embeds Y u and Y v to be close if they are connected (i.e. (u, v) ∈ E or similarly A uv = 1). Formally, Eigenmaps learns embeddings by minimizing an objective:
where the weight of edge (u, v) is stored in the adjacency matrix at A uv and D is a diagonal weight matrix with D vv = u A uv . This optimization yields an embedding space where Y u and Y v are near if A vu is large (or non-zero). Equation (1) also appears in equivalent forms in [12, 26] . Furthermore, Bregman Iterations has been proposed to optimize an L1-formulation of the above objective function [31] .
Word2vec
Word2vec [19] processes a big text corpus (e.g. Wikipedia) and learns one embedding vector for every unique word. If two words w 1 and w 2 are frequently "close" (e.g. in same sentence), then the dot product of embeddings Y T w 1 Y w 2 is maximized. In particular, every time two words w 1 and w 2 are within C words away, where integer C is the "context window size" hyperparameter, then a gradient step
Algorithm 1 Extract Random Walks
Input: G = (V , E), n (walks per node), τ (walk length). Output: walks.
walk.append(v) end for walks.append(walk) end for end for increments this likelihood:
We refer the reader to [19] for further information 1 
Graph Embedding with Random Walks
Rather than operating directly on the adjacency matrix A, another embedding strategy has been recently proposed by Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena [22] . Their method, DeepWalk, introduced a new class of Random Walk methods, which extend a node's direct neighbors to include nodes that are within small number of hops. These approaches sample many random walks from the graph. If nodes u and v are frequently close in the random walks, then the model learns a representation such that the inner product of ⟨Y u , Y v ⟩ is a large positive value. Algorithm 1 extracts random walks. It begins by computing a probability transition matrix π , where π u→v indicates the probability of a random walker visiting node v conditioned on current node being u. This model has been extended by node2vec [11] to use a secondorder probability transition function containing π t →u→v , where the probability of a random walker visiting node v is conditioned on current node u and previous node t. Node2vec's random walk use hyper-parameters p and q, which effectively yield a graph traversal algorithm that's like an interpolation between Depth-First Search (DFS) and Breadth-First Search (BFS). We refer the reader to [11] for further details. We adopt this method for generating random walks in our work.
After sampling random walks, DeepWalk and node2vec treat each walk (u 1 → u 2 → · · · → u τ ) as a sequence, and then apply the skip-gram model to compute embeddings per word (i.e. node). The objective that they minimize is:
Where D uv is the number of times nodes u and v appear close to each other (i.e. within the context size) in all random walks. We extend these random walk methods in three important ways: First, rather than using word2vec's objective (Equation 3), we propose an novel alternative objective, the graph likelihood (see Section 4.2). Second, we explicitly represent an edge function as a function of nodes which we jointly train (see Section 4). Third, we define the "context" for directly graph differently than undirected ones. Specifically, a random walk u 1 → u 2 → u 3 → u 4 → u 5 would produce {u 1 , . . . , u 5 } as a context of u 3 if graph is undirected and would produce {u 4 , u 5 } as context if the graph is directed.
OUR METHOD
We explain the details of our model and how we train it. The sourcecode is made available online 2 .
Model
Given an (un)directed graph G = (V , E), we learn an embedding vector Y u ∈ R D for every node u ∈ V . In addition, we learn a Deep Neural Network (DNN) f θ : R D → R d that maps a node onto a low-dimensional manifold. f θ is depicted in Figure 2 , and is defined as:
where FC {W,b} is a fully-connected layer with weight matrix W and bias vector b, BatchNorm is described in [14] , relu(x) = max(0, x) is an element-wise activation function, and
We define a general class of edge functions д(u, v) ∈ R where symmetricity is not imposed, yielding д(u, v) д(v, u). Consider a low-rank affine projection in the manifold space:
where low-rank projection matrix M = L × R with L ∈ R d ×b and R ∈ R b×d . We refer to b as the bottleneck dimension and we experiment with b < d < D. We can factor д(u, v) into an inner product
respectively, as the left-and right-asymmetric embeddings. We note Equation (4) can be extended to use a combination of multiple low-rank affine projections, as:
where w (2) д ∈ R h a parameter vector of the output layer, h is the number of projections, and each projection д i has its own L i ∈ R d ×b and R i ∈ R b×d . Even though there total size of parameters for Y, f , д may be large, we can have a low memory footprint during inference if we precompute
Graph Likelihood
We introduce our proposed objective, step-by-step. We start with intuitions from the Maximum Likelihood Estimate of Logistic Regression. Given a training graph G = (V , E train ), one can define a probability measure as a product of an edge estimate Q on all node pairs:
where
is a trainable edge estimator. If Q is a perfect estimator, then it should output 1 on all (u, v) ∈ E and should output 0 on all (u, v) E, which makes Pr (x) = 1 iff x = G. An equivalent form of equation 6 is:
where indicator function 1[x] = 1 if predicate x is true and is 0 otherwise. Note that two product terms are mutually exclusive, as one of the powers 1[.] will evaluate to 1 and the other to 0.
Recent work shows that extending the neighbor-set of nodes beyond their direct connections via random walks, can improve generalization of prediction tasks such as link-prediction and node classification [11, 21, 22] . Following this motivation, we propose to replace the binary edge presence 1[(u,v) ∈ E train ] in equation (7) by simulated random walk statistics, and formulate our proposed quadratic objective, the graph likelihood as:
where σ (x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)) is the standard logistic, the edge function д is described in section 4.1, and D uv is the unnormalized frequency that nodes u and v appear within the configured context window, in simulated random walks [22] . Note that our likelihood in equation (8) is not standard, especially that the two terms are not exclusive, 0 and (u, v) E train to be simultaneously true. It follows that the expression under the product-operator is ∈ [0, 1] since the logistic σ : R → [0, 1]. We use proportional to (∝) instead of equality since the normalizing constant ∫ G Pr(G) is only a scaling factor and should not change the arg max of the likelihood. Our experiments show that the likelihood yields a powerful representation for preserving the graph structure, as evaluated on link-prediction tasks, out-performing models trained with a skipgram objective (such as node2vec [11] ). We show in our Experiments (Section 5) that even when our model is identical to node2vec (i.e. shallow and symmetric), training with our proposed objective produces embeddings that better preserve the graph structure, especially when using low embedding dimensions.
Although a naïve optimization of equation (8) is quadratic, D is sparse with O(|V |) non-zero entries, making it possible to compute the first term in equation (8) 
Training Data Generation
Our training algorithm requires positive and negative pairs of nodes as its input. Here we briefly describe their generation.
Positives.
Given a graph G = (V , E), we take a partition E train ⊂ E and extract random walks from E train using Algorithm 1. Starting from every node u 1 , we simulate n random walks, each of length τ , like:
Then, for every walk, we extract all node pairs within the context window, similar to [19] .
where w l and w r are the context window left and right offsets. For example, for an undirected graph, if we use a context window of size 5, then w l = w r = 2 and therefore j ∈ {−2, −1, 1, 2}. Extracting positive pairs yields a list D that contain duplicates and we over-load this notation by defining D uv as the frequency of (u, v) in list D. It is trivial to show that the number of pairs is linear in |V |:
4.3.2 Negatives. We fix a set of negatives for every node. Before training, for every node u, we create its negative setū as:
where elements ofū are sampled uniformly at random. Arguably, it is possible to increase the accuracy of our models if we sub-sample frequent nodes (i.e. with a high degree) as recommended by [19] , however we leave this as future work. In our training loop, we uniformly sample a subset of size K fromū, where K is a hyperparameter for Negative Sampling. We use a fixed K = 5 for all our experiments.
Negative Sampling
We define an objective, L, that can be computed in linear-time using negative sampling, (similar to [19, Section 2.2] ). L approximates our quadratic graph likelihood (8), defined as:
where Sample(K,ū) uniformly samples K negatives fromū without replacement and Z is a normalizing constant. Note that the outer expectation (u, v) ∈ D is linear and the inner summation goes over K items. We use TensorFlow [28] to obtain the gradients
EXPERIMENTS
For all of our experiments, we simulated n = 80 walks from every node, each walk is of length τ = 100, and we used a right and left context window sizes, respectively, for directed and undirected graphs as (w l = 0, w r = 2) and (w l = 2, w r = 2).
Datasets
We test our algorithms on directed and undirected graphs. We obtain PPI from [11, 27] and the other datasets from Stanford SNAP [16] . We only use the largest weakly connected component (WCC) from the original graph. The statistics and dataset description are as follows: Directed graphs:
( 
Link Prediction
We follow the setup in [11] for link prediction. First, given a graph G = (V , E), we partition its edges into two equal size disjoint partitions E train and E test , such that, E train is connected. Second, we sample negative edges for training and testing, v) . We evaluate against the following:
(1) Jaccard Coefficient models the edge score as
Common Neighbors models the edge score as
Adamic Adar models the edge score as
Embedding Baselines:
These methods use E train to learn embedding Y u for every graph node u. During inference, they use the learned embedding dictionary Y but not the original graph edges. We compare against various state-of-the-art embedding methods.
(1) Laplacian EigenMaps [3] finds the lowest eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian matrix The eigendecomposition is real iff the Laplacian is symmetric. Therefore, we convert directed graphs to undirected ones during training. During inference, we define the edge scoring function as 
where w is trained using off-theshelve binary classification algorithm, scikit-learn's Logistic Regression. We train w so that the logistic
. According to our understanding, this is similar to how node2vec performed link prediction [11] . (3 Table 1 : Link Prediction results from ranking E test across five graph datasets. Numbers shown are the ROC-AUC. Row-wise: the first two datasets are directed and the last four are undirected graphs. Column-wise: The first three methods are adjacency (nonembedding) methods that use the direct neighbors N (u) and N (v) for computing д(u, v). We then list all embedding methods, preceded by d, the dimensionality of the learned embeddings. We report three embedding baselines followed by our four embedding methods. We compare embedding methods across different dimensionality {8, 16, 32, 64, 128}, marking in bold the top performer for the given dimensionality. For asymmetric embedding methods, we train with half of the dimensionality (= {4, 8, 16, 32, 64}) since in practice we need to store both sides of the embedding to compute an edge score, therefore every row contains the same total dimensions per node. The last column shows the relative reduction in error of our Asymmetric Deep model compared the best baseline. † indicates that the algorithm runs out of memory on our machine with 32 GB ram.
their proposed alternative to random walks, which effectively has a different context weighing from node2vec. We use the author's code to train the auto-encoder on the adjacency matrix that corresponds to E train . To test different embedding sizes, we only change the size of the last bottleneck layer in their code and keep the remainder of default architecture. We then output the bottleneck layer values for all nodes to and use them for the link prediction task, with scoring function
(1) Symmetric Shallow: w T (Y u ⊙Y v ). From a modelling prospective, this is identical to node2vec's model. However, we train this model on our objective (Equation 12) rather than the skipgram objective (Equation 3).
(2) Symmetric Deep:
). Similar to above, except that the embedding representation is deep.
Applying asymmetry directly on the embeddings without a DNN.
Our full asymmetric formulation, when composed of a single affine projection. For both of our asymmetric methods, after training Y, f θ , д, we use only the b-dimensional edge representations for inference (L T Y u and RY u ). We train all our models on D using PercentDelta [1] , with learning rate 0.001 and L2 regularization of 0.0001 on all trainable parameters. We find that PercentDelta is cruicial, especially that gradients w.r.t. embeddings were large with our initialization scheme. We do model selection using E train and Each node is plotted as a circle, with an overlay tick whose is length is proportional to its degree. Fig (c) combines the left-and right-embedding spaces, dropping the degree ticks for clarity. Fig (d) shows a few selected nodes from the right-embedding, and for each selected node, we draw all its edges to nodes onto the left-embedding. 
Link Prediction Results.
Here we discuss the results of our link prediction experiments, which are presented in Table 1 .
First we turn our attention to directed graphs, where there is a dramatic increase in performance. Specifically on graph soc-epinions, the asymmetric deep model reduces error over the baseline by 44.9% for 64-dimensional representations. We see that the asymmetric deep representations make more efficient use of their allocated space since its performance at lower dimensions (e.g. d = 8) is approximately equal to its performance at higher dimensions (e.g. 64 or 128). The second directed graph, wiki-vote, shows an even stronger performance increase, with a reduction in error of up to 76.8% over the state-of-the-art baselines.
Next, we consider undirected graphs. On the citation networks, ca-HepTh and ca-AstroPh, we see that deep asymmetric approaches offer large improvements over the baseline when d = 16 (respectively, 51.9% and 55.8%), but this lead narrows as the baseline representations are allowed more capacity. Finally, we examine results on the protein-protein interaction network. This is perhaps our most challenging undirected graph, derived from a problem of significant scientific interest. On this network, we observe a large boost from the deep asymmetric model over the baseline method, of up to a 36.7% relative reduction in error (d = 64). We note that even when using representations which are 16 times smaller (d = 8), the deep asymmetric model has AUC of 0.804, which is a 15% error reduction over the best DNGR baseline (d = 128, with AUC of 0.769).
We comment briefly on other observations from methods which optimize the graph likelihood. First, from a modeling prospective, our shallow symmetric formulation is identical to node2vec's, but they differ in the training objective. This verifies that our proposed graph likelihood produces embeddings that better preserve the graph structure than the Skip-gram objective (Equation 3). Second, shallow models tend to perform much worse in the presence of limited representation size. This is unsurprising, as the a shallow model has to represent each node individually, rather than learning a common latent feature space which can impliclitly learn corelations in the data. Third, using asymmetry alone (without a deep model) does not offer nearly as much performance improvement as the asymmetric deep model.
Manifold Visualizations
We visualize asymmetric embeddings learned for link prediction for two graphs: ego-Facebook network and the PPI network [27] . We train both to be 2 dimensional (b = 2), so that we can plot them on this paper without using an external embedding visualization algorithms such as t-SNE. To give two flavors of visualizations, we constraint the embedding of the former to be circular but we put no constraints on the latter.
Circular
Visualization of ego-Facebook. Similar to our link-prediction setup, we train on half of the edges (i.e. on E train ). However, we show on the visualization edges from both partitions E train and E test . In order to easily display the node degrees on the visualization, we constraint the embeddings to be circular (unit-norm) on both sides, specifically as: Figure  3 shows embeddings. For and setting L2-norm constraints on both sides of the asymmetric embeddings, specifically:
Under this constraint, those 2-dimensional embeddings have only one degree of freedom e.g. angle, and it is straight-forward to show that arg max
The visualization shows the two asymmetric embedding spaces are almost disjoint, where nodes from the right space are placed closer to their neighbors in the left space. We also note that the high-degree nodes are closest to the other embedding space. In fact, the highest degree nodes "pull" the left embedding space, as they live within it.
Unconstrained Visualization of PPI.
We show in Figure 4 the left-and right-embedding spaces learned for PPI when it is 2-dimensional (b = 2). The right-embedding space was colored deterministically. In the right embedding space, the color of node u is based on its right-embedding (R f (Y u )) ∈ R 2 coordinates. In the left embedding space, the color of node v is set to the average of right-embedding colors of v's neighbors. We see that nodes within 90 degrees have similar colors, showing that our method is embedding the nodes in appropriate positions across the two spaces, to preserve the graph structure.
Improved Generalization
Most machine learning models are prone to overfitting, showing higher performance metrics on the "train" partition than on the "test" partition. Here we consider an empirical evaluation of our proposed model's overfitting. Specifically, we compute the ratio of test-overtrain accuracy. If this test-over-train ratio = 1, it means that the model does as well on (held-out) test data as it does on the training data.
We note that this frequently does not occur in practice -typically models overfit the training data, and the ratio is < 1. Nonetheless, Table 2 shows that adding DNN f () brings this ratio closer to 1. For example, on wiki-vote and soc-epinions, using the DNN f () increases this ratio by over 4%. Since we average this ratio across all our runs, we report the t-test numbers concluding that all our numbers are statistically significant (p < 0.01).
In Table 3 we show that adding f () can be seen as a regularization on the embeddings. In other words, deeper models produce f (Y) with consistent embedding L2-norms, across all datasets and across all runs, while shallow models produce Y with a wider variation of L2-norms.
Parameter Sensitivity
In order to understand the impact of the representation size as a function of task performance, we varied the number of dimensions in the model from d = 4 to d = 512. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5 .
DISCUSSION
We have proposed a "deep" asymmetric model which learns Y jointly with f and д as Y → f → д. One might think that a "shallow" asymmetric model Y → д should be able to learn Y, identically to how a deeper counter-part learns f (Y). However this is not necessarily the case. In this section we motivate why using the DNN f () is helpful and reference empirical evidence that supports our claims.
First, f () removes degrees of freedom as it passes an embedding Y u through the DNN activation functions. Here, f () can be seen as a regularizer over the embeddings. In particular, the output of f (Y u ) is bounded, as the last BatchNorm layer [14] ensures that the f (Y u ) has approximately a fixed mean and fixed variance across batches. On the other hand, shallow models can learn an unbounded Y u . We summarize the embedding norm statistics on real datasets in Table 3 .
Second, as f () can constrain the embeddings with less degrees of freedom, this reduces overfitting and improves generalization. Table  2 shows that deeper models have higher test-over-train accuracy metrics. This generalization is important since our proposed objective (the graph likelihood) is not directly a link prediction objective and the evaluation data (E test , E − test ) is not observed during training. Finally, the hidden layers in f () find correlations in the data, as many graph nodes have similar connections. It finds a smaller non-linear dimensional space that the nodes live in. For some Ddimensional embedding Y ∈ R |V |×D neural network can map Y onto a lower dimensional manifold as f :
In fact, our experiments in Table 1 show that our deep model performs quite well when provided with very few dimensions.
RELATED WORK
There is a rapidly growing body of literature on applying neural networks to problems which have as input a graph. We divide the related work into two broad groups, based on whether it concerns graph classification (e.g. assigning a label to G), or learns a representation per node for preserving the graph structure. Discriminative Learning on Graph-Structured Data. These algorithms learn representations (at node/edge/graph) that are used for a discriminative classification task (per node/edge/graph). These Table 3 : Inner-quartile Ranges of Standard Deviations of Embedding Norm, across all runs. For shallow models, we calculate std u ∈V (||Y u ||), where std u ∈V (.) is the standard deviation for all u ∈ V , and we display the statistics across all runs (e.g. different different embedding dimensions). For deep models, we calculate std u ∈V (|| f (Y u )||) methods are powerful for discrimination but they strictly rely on the graph structure as "golden ground-truth" to propagate informatione.g. Graph-convolutional methods, using adjacency edges to define non-Euclidean patches [2, 4, 20] and some operate in the fourier domain [4, 8, 13] . In addition, some discriminative representations include fixed-point methods, recursively defining node features as a function of its neighbors by "unrolling a few steps" [9] or until fixed-point convergence is reached [7, 10, 17, 25] . We differ from all these methods, since they receive an external loss (e.g. label) and assume that the graph is completely observed. For example conditional independence assumptions made by the Markov Models of [7] explicitly use the graph structure. Unlike our work, these methods have no obvious way to estimate the score/probability of an edge, as the existence of the edge was inhertly used to pass discriminative information. Structure-Preserving Embeddings. These methods learn one embedding per graph node, with an objective that maximizes (/ minimizes) the product (/ distance) of node embeddings if they are neighbors in the input graph. They are most related to our work. In fact, our work builds on the approach introduced by Deepwalk [22] , which learns node embeddings using simulated random walks. These node embeddings have been used as features for various tasks on networks, such as node classification [22] , user profiling [24] , and link prediction [11] . Some extensions of Deepwalk include: Walklets [23] , skipping nodes in the random walk to discover hierarchical structure; node2vec [11] , parameterizing the random walk process to allow more focused discovery of structural relationships; author2vec [15] , augmenting nodes with bag-of-word representations for documents; and Tri-Party DNN [21] , modeling heterogeneous graphs with three different node types. Other node-centric methods are concerned with shorter dependencies in the graph [29, 30] . Finally, meta-embedding approaches, such as HARP [6] , have been proposed as general methods for improving node representations.
Our work differs from existing random walk methods in three ways. First, we explicitly model asymmetric relationships between nodes. Even though random walk methods we surveyed respect edge direction during the walk, they do not model edge direction and represent (u, v) identically to (v, u) [11, 15, 18, 22, 23] . This flexibility better models the heterogeneity which occurs in real world networks, where social relationships may not be reciprocal (i.e. the graph is directed), or typically have a very unbalanced degree distribution. Second, our node embeddings are produced by a deep neural network (DNN), unlike the shallow (effectively 1-layer) networks previously used. Third, rather than a 2-stage optimization of first training embeddings on random walk sequences, followed by learning a task-specific classifier, we propose a graph likelihood and use it to jointly train the embeddings, the manifold-mapping DNN, and the edge function. Even though the graph likelihood does not match a link-prediction loss, it produces superior results on link-prediction using fewer dimensions.
CONCLUSION
We introduced a novel method for integrating directed edge information for learning continuous representation for graphs. Our method explicitly models edges as functions of node representations. We optimize this model using a new objective function, the graph likelihood, which we use to jointly learn the edge function and node representations.
Our empirical evaluation focused on link prediction tasks using a number of graphs collected from real world applications. Our experimental results show that our proposed objective is better than the skipgram objective even when the model are identical. Our results also show that modeling edges as asymmetric affine projections through the node representation space, helps produce more accurate and compact embedding spaces. In particular, we show that asymmetric edge modeling, when trained with our objective, improves performance over state-of-the-art approaches, especially on directed graphs, reducing error by up to ≈ 70% and ≈ 50%, respectively, on directed and undirected graphs while using the same number of dimensions per node. We create visualizations to interpret the learned representations, showing that our method embeds nodes in appropriate places along the embedding manifold.
In addition to AUC metric improvements, explicit edge modeling allows us to learn smaller embeddings. The representations learned through our model are more efficient at utilizing the available space. Our embeddings are able to outperform the baseline even when outputting 8x fewer dimensions per node. We believe that explicitly modeling edge representations addresses a substantial problem in the related work, and can enable many avenues of future investigation for learning continuous representation of graphs.
